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Officers and Contact Information: 

 

President: Mr Roger Patterson                 

Chairman: position not filled 

Hon. Treasurer: Mr Murray West  

Hon. Secretary: Mrs Sue Elliott          

Membership: Mr Richard Gibby 

Newsletter: Miss Caroline Drewett 

WISBOROUGH GREEN  

BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

DIARY OF EVENTS 
 

APIARY MEETING EVERY SATURDAY (unless notified as cancelled) 

First Scheduled meeting for this month: Saturday 3rd September. 

Gather from 1.30 p.m. 

Notices at 1.50 p.m. – you need to have arrived by this time! 

EVENTS 2016 

BIBBA Conference  - 20th to 22nd September, Isle of Man. (See page 3) 

National Honey Show  - 27th, 28th & 29th October, Sandown Park Racecourse. 

 

BBKA Modules  - 12th November. (See page 2) 

 
 

01403 790637 roger-patterson@btconnect.com 

. 

01798 867048 murray@mt-w.co.uk 

01403 752493 sj.elliott@ukgateway.net 

01403 588092 richard.gibby@outlook.com 

01798 343883 caroline.drewett@btinternet.com  

A DIVISION OF WEST SUSSEX BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

SEPTEMBER 2016 

We advise all beekeepers not to purchase bees and queens that may have been imported. 

This is to reduce the risk of importing pests and diseases. Very often they are unsuitable for 

our climate and it is possible that aggression may show in subsequent generations. 

To help reduce the carbon footprint, parking and traffic on the roads we ask members 

to share vehicles if possible when attending meetings.  

Please continue to check your email for any further information regarding apiary meetings. 

See list of dates to 

end of season on 

Page 2 
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The following information may be subject to change. 

 

We will continue to have Saturday meetings until Sat 1st October.  There will be varroa treatments 

needed and there will be a few things such as uniting to be done. 

 

The times are as usual, with a 2pm start, but the meetings may be shorter.  As usual there will 

probably be something of interest.  

 

There is unlikely to be tea. 

 

 

 

Gather from 1.30 p.m. 

Notices at 1.50 p.m. – you need to have 

arrived by this time! 

 

An important message from our BBKA Exam Secretary. 

 

Members who intend to sit the November 12th modules should send us their completed and coun-

tersigned application forms, with the appropriate cheque made payable to BBKA, not later than 

the 14th September. 

 

Please send to the following address: 

R H & M Brooks, 23 Lionel Avenue, Felpham, Bognor Regis, West Sussex. PO22 8LG. 

 

Telephone:  01243 584531 

Mobile:  079 175 854 24. 

 

 

 

How to book the Division’s extractor.   

 

The Division’s extractor and associated equipment is available for loan.  If you wish to ‘book’ 

anything, please contact John Glover by Email glover.fletchingshollow@gmail.com . 

 

Equipment available:- 

 

3 frame manual extractor 

50kg bottling tank with strainer 

New plastic uncapping tray! 

 

mailto:glover.fletchingshollow@gmail.com
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PRICES AND AVAILABILITY 

 

Tom still has stocks of varroa treatments (excluding MAQS) for purchase by members.  If you 

have not yet purchased your varroa treatment then contact Tom by email.  

 

To help you decide which to use, see the full article published in the August newsletter.   

 

Apiguard - thymol (12.5g) in a gel base that allows for controlled release over a period of time.  

Requires two packs per full hive, applied at a 2 week interval giving a 4 week treatment period. 

For more detail see http://www.vita-europe.com/products/apiguard/ 

Price £2.20 per sachet or £20.00 per pack of 10 (to treat 5 hives). 

 

ApilifeVar – thymol (8g) plus eucalyptus oil, levomenthol and camphor in the form of a brittle 

foam strip from which the active ingredients vapourise (*** note that the oils in ApilifeVar will 

dissolve polystyrene ***).  Requires two sachets per full hive, applying half a pack (the strip is pre

-cut) each 7 days over a 4 week treatment period. 

For more details see http://beekeeping.com/chemical-laif/index.htm 

Price £2.20 per sachet or £20.00 per 10 sachets (to treat 5 hives). (Limited stock) 

 

Thymovar – thymol (15g) in a thin fibrous cloth base; it is applied in two stages 3 weeks apart 

giving a 6 week treatment period.  Only supplied in a pack to treat 5 hives (*** note that the oils in 

ApilifeVar will dissolve polystyrene ***). 

For more details see http://www.thebeebusiness.co.uk/thymovar.php 

Price £24.00 per 5-hive pack. 

 

Please order in advance for supply at the apiary (or if you can’t get to an apiary meeting, then by 

arrangement to collect from Tom in Petworth).   

 

Rates of application are based on a full colony; you should adjust for nuclei and very small colo-

nies. 

 

Email orders to Tom at: stone.house@btinternet.com 

 

 

BIBBA  
CONFERENCE 2016: 20th-22nd September 

Isle of Man, UK 

 

Three days of quality international speakers with wide appeal to both beekeepers and the wider 

scientific community.  

28 presentations with a choice of two lectures.  

Have a look at the programme on http://bibba.com/ where you can book and find helpful informa-

tion. Online booking closes on Sunday 11th September.  

http://bibba.com/
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Before writing the monthly Patterson in Print, I occasionally look back 

to see what I have written in the past, so I don't repeat myself. For Sep-

tember 2006, my first paragraph was the following:-  

 

"I recently had a telephone conversation with someone I have known 

for 40 years and he was pleased to tell me that he had a jar of my 

honey.  Apparently he has a rash and a lady he knows said “what you 

need is some of Roger Patterson’s honey” and gave him a jar.  I asked 

him how he applied it and he said that he was told to take two spoon-

fuls every day and it had to be local honey!  I broke the news fairly gently that it should be applied 

to the affected area, not internally, but honey has many benefits and it could do him good in other 

ways as well!" 

 

The longer you are in beekeeping the more of these amusing stories you hear, although their reten-

tion becomes more of a problem.  It was only after reading it that I remembered the incident.  No 

doubt there are many more that eventually I will be reminded of. 

 

Attending one of the shows we have a presence at during the summer provides a number of similar 

anecdotes.  You can certainly have a bit of fun with the general public, but as we are there to edu-

cate non-beekeepers and publicise bees and honey, we shouldn't let the leg pulling get out of hand.  

I never do anyway; well not unless the victim has been specially selected! 

 

The humour shouldn't be confined to non-beekeepers either.  At our recent honey show I over-

heard Gordon Allan tell someone the queen in the observation hive was marked yellow, which was 

a surprise to me as I had marked her pink only a few hours earlier! 

 

The organisers of the Wisborough Green Show were rather strict this year.  They wouldn't allow 

dogs into the tent when the public were admitted, so Nell was tethered to a tent peg outside all af-

ternoon, where she had a few cuddles - and biscuits.  She was allowed inside earlier and was 

amused by a man putting up a sign "No dogs in marquee" - on the inside of the tent! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I enjoyed having an annual chat with the Judge David Sandwell, this year we recalled beekeepers 

of the past we both knew, many of them characters who were never far away when there was a bit 

of mischief going on.  With changing times there are fewer genuine practical beekeepers than there 

once were, many of them had 20-50 colonies, all producing good honey crops.  There were some  

 

Nell and friend 
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very good beekeepers in the past, showing there is nothing like getting your head stuck into a bee-

hive for learning about bees.  You simply can't get experience like that from a book or screen. 

 

It was good to see Mike Bunyan return with his show exhibits.  It 

took him around 2 hours to get here, but it was well worth it, as he 

took a few prize cards home with him.  Mike was a great help to 

me as a demonstrator and practical man, who helped with mainte-

nance work on the shed and hives.  I hope he can find an excuse to 

come back here to live before the start of next season.  I miss him 

a lot and there is more maintenance work waiting for him to do. 

 

Talking of honey shows, now ours is history for this year, perhaps 

it is worth looking towards the National Honey Show in October.  

Just download the schedule and see if there is a class that appeals 

to you - you won't know unless you look.  There are Sussex classes 

as well as national ones.  Expect standards to be higher, but one of 

the best ways to learn is to be pushed hard by others. 

 

We have come to the end of our Preliminary sessions for this year.  Towards the end of the season 

there is a possibility of robbing starting if colonies are open too long.  It is also unfair on the po-

tential beekeeper to inspect a colony that is being treated for varroa, as the colony is unlikely to 

behave in a normal way, so we usually close in early August.  Preliminary session results have 

been almost identical to 2015.  We had about 40 show an interest, of which about half either didn't 

respond to invites or dropped out for whatever reason.  About 15 were passed to continue learning 

at scheduled meetings.  We welcome them all and I hope they become successful beekeepers, with 

us playing a big part in that. 

 

The Preliminary sessions are administered by John Glover and I would like to thank him for the 

time and effort he spends on it, sometimes having to move swiftly if someone is held up at work or 

in traffic, or if the weather has turned bad.  Thanks John, your efforts are greatly appreciated.  Pre-

liminary sessions can't work without demonstrators helping to teach and assess attendees.  This is 

quite a commitment and I thank those who have helped, some at very short notice. 

 

Teaching is a big part of what we do, but not everything can be taught at the apiary.  The "basics" 

as I call them are needed by everyone.  These are simple factual things like life cycles, the swarm-

ing process and disease recognition.  These need to be learned at an early stage.  I know I am often 

critical of some books and websites because there is often a lot of "cut and paste" from one source 

to another, very often with mistakes too.  Bees don't always do what we are told they do and it is 

the observant beekeeper who spots this.  A couple of things that have happened recently show this 

to be true.  We are regularly told that worker larvae are sealed after 9 days, but in July I de-

queened a colony and within and hour or two of 8 days later there was no unsealed worker brood 

at all, yet in other colonies I have seen unsealed emergency cells 9 days after queen removal, both 

of which shouldn't happen. 

 

To help the newer beekeeper we have a "Beginners Timetable" on our website.  Have you ever 

seen it?  Have you checked out your knowledge against it?  Has it helped you?  We also have a 

brief "Beekeeping Calendar" with a few suggestions of what should be done to a colony through-

out the year.  There is plenty of good sound information in various places.  Just check the BBKA 

website and look for leaflets, the NBU website is good, although perhaps a little overboard on 

some aspects, but they are trying to concentrate on diseases and of course Dave Cushman's website 

http://www.dave-cushman.net/, where there is a huge amount of good information. 
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With permission from our landlords I have removed some lower branches of trees in the apiary.  

On the one meeting since, it has made a tremendous difference to the light, especially at the lower 

end. 

 

By the time I write PiP for the next issue I will have attended the BIBBA conference in the Isle of 

Man.  That is a slight hint that it isn't too late to book! Just look at the awesome programme here 

http://bibba.com/.  It will probably never be repeated.  On a different note we will have passed the 

equinox, so the next thing to look forward to is the shortest day! 

 

 

Roger 
 
 

Early morning biscuits 

 

Any honey cake? 

 

BBKA Bees & Equipment  
Insurance Proposal 

 

For many years, one of the most frequently asked questions from members is whether or not the 

BBKA insurance policy covers their bees, hives and equipment and prior to today, the answer 

was NO.  

 

Following discussions with insurers, the BBKA has been able to arrange this additional insurance 

cover for members.  The BBKA would appreciate your comments and an indication of your inter-

est so that it may gauge the level in the proposed scheme. 

 

Details of the proposal were included in the August edition of the West Sussex Newsletter. 

 

Wisborough Green members should make their thoughts known to the Division committee as 

soon as possible.  If you are interested in BBKA providing such insurance please drop a note to 

your representative.  If you are NOT interested in such insurance also let your representative 

know.  

 

Please email your comments to our committee secretary: sj.elliott@ukgateway.net 

 

Thank you  
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A full report of the 2016 Honey Show will appear in the October edition of this newsletter. 

 

It takes time to write-up the results for all the classes and as I am still catching up on sleep follow-

ing all the pre-show preparations, I will detail the winners of each class and provide a full report in 

next month’s newsletter.  In the meantime, I’m sure you will join me in congratulating the winners 

of the Honey Show trophies as follows: 

 

P.N. BURCH CUP  -  FOR MOST POINTS IN SHOW 

AWARDED TO MIKE BUNYAN. 

 

GEORGE WAKEFORD BOWL & CERTIFICATE OF MERIT - FOR BEST EXHIBIT 

AWARDED TO JUDY KNIGHT. 

 

ROGER PATTERSON NOVICE CUP  -  FOR THE WINNER OF THE NOVICE CLASS 

AWARDED TO SALLY REAY. 

 

My thanks to those who worked hard and gave freely of their time on a Bank Holiday to help 

make the show a success; and ensured that everyone had a good day.  John Glover provided the 

transport to move the staging and other essential items from the apiary shed to the show marquee 

(and back again!).  Graham Elliott, who has been assisting with the show since before I became 

show secretary, helped at every stage; beginning with retrieving what was needed from the apiary 

shed, to setting up with me on Sunday morning; acting as steward Monday morning and afternoon, 

dismantling at the end of the show and helping to get everything back to the apiary and stored 

safely until next year.   

 

My other stewards for this year’s show were Steve Boyce, helping for the third year in succession, 

and Mel Robertson (see Mel’s article below).  Sue Elliott once again provided invaluable support 

by very neatly writing the prize certificates (while I kept track of the points to be awarded and the 

progress of the judging).  All three helped to clear-up at the end of a very long day.   

 

Roger organised the observation hive (thankful that this year he didn’t have to open a hive in pour-

ing rain) and looked after it during the day; with Gordon lending a hand in the afternoon.  You 

can’t have a honey show without a judge, and David Sandwell once again offered his services with 

a smile and a wealth of knowledge. 

 

My thanks to the Wisborough Green Horticultural Society for making us feel welcome and a part 

of the overall event; and also for providing us with a much needed and absolutely delicious lunch 

in the pavilion (unfortunately for Nell, no dogs were allowed). 

 

There would not be a honey show without exhibits, so a big thank you to all those who entered. 

Read all about it and see the photographs in next month’s edition. 
 
Caroline 
Wisborough Green Honey Show Secretary 
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Mel Robertson shares her experience of being a ‘first time’ honey show steward. 

 

What an interesting day I had stewarding at the WG honey show!  Briefed by Steve, Graham and 

Caroline on my "duties" for when the judge David arrived; I was totally unprepared to meet such a 

charming and unassuming man, who so clearly loved his job and was so very happy to share his 

knowledge with anyone who was interested.  He assessed each and every jar in all the classes 

(involving both Steve and myself in the tasting of all those yummy honeys!); and explained how 

he reached his decision on the order of merit by a process of elimination, taking into account pres-

entation and preparation both of which preceded taste!  

 

He explained the pitfalls of "bits" floating (so obvious when he 

shines his torch through the glass), bubbles seen on the surface when 

he removed the lids, scum around the edges, granulation on the 

tongue in the naturally crystallised and creamed honeys; all tiny er-

rors that mark an entry down but can be avoided if enough prepara-

tion has been given.  The same logic applied to all the following 

classes he judged (I have to say we all enjoyed the cake and sweet 

class in particular!)   

 

All in all a fabulous day!  The time flew by, a lovely lunch was pro-

vided; what not to like!? (And an ice cream with TWO chocky 

flakes!.)  Many thanks for giving me a chance to " help" - my advice 

to anyone who has never "had a go" at either stewarding OR putting 

their honey /cake / photo/ whatever into the show is - put next year’s 

date in your diary and prepare your honey early! 

 

Mel  

 

Caroline Drewett shares the joys and frustrations of running an out-apiary. 

 

When I wrote last month’s article, I was waiting for the stores in the supers to be capped ready for 

extraction.  I kept checking but the bees appeared to be in no rush to cap their stores.  It is always a 

juggling act for me, trying to fit extracting the supers around my work schedule and the ever-

changing weather; added to that I have the WG Honey Show to organise in August!  I called into 

Tom and Gordon during their three-day honey extraction (the more colonies you keep, the more 

honey supers to extract  - something to think about when you next get the urge to ’make increase’); 

don’t worry they said, they had uncapped honey and the water content was fine. So I looked at the 

calendar and the Met Office weather forecast.  I would have to extract in the week leading up to 

the honey show (as if I wouldn’t have enough to do) and the only time available would be the  
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Wednesday and Thursday evening.   

 

The usual plan for extracting is to put the clearer boards on the hives in the evening and remove 

the supers early the following morning.  Not possible due to other commitments; I would have to 

do it the other way around.  I had an hour at lunchtime on Wednesday 24th August and rushed to 

the apiary to put the clearer boards on the hives before going back to work.  Phew, managed to get 

it done!  I would return after work and remove the supers.  What’s that saying about the plans of 

mice and men........?  I got back home later than anticipated and by the time I arrived at the apiary 

at 7.30pm the sky was looking rather black and the light was rapidly diminishing.  I decided to re-

move the supers from ‘Borage’ first, (the colony on double brood and four supers), as the light 

would be poorest in that area of the apiary.  As the fourth super was ‘light’ I had selected to clear 

three and I removed these without too much trouble, despite the flashes of lightning and rumbles 

of thunder!  I loaded the supers onto my newly purchased trolley and wheeled them out to the car.  

With three supers safely stowed away, I turned my attention to the other hives.  I removed the roof 

from ’Buttercup’ and cracked open the crown board to check if the super had cleared; there was a 

lot of buzzing and rather more bees than I was hoping to see.  This was not good; the light was 

fading and I would be an idiot to try and remove the bees in these conditions.  I closed the hive and 

left them to it.  I would take home the supers that were already in the car and the other supers 

would have to remain on the hives until the next day. 

 

I decided to extract the three supers that evening and get them out of the way.  The first four 

frames to be extracted were fully capped.  The next frame was completely uncapped and so the 

‘shake test’ was required.  I shook the frame and nectar shot out, covering the ‘test tray’; indicat-

ing the water content was far too high.  Bother!  This I could do without.  There were lots of 

frames either not capped or only partially capped.  How was I going to avoid the entire batch of 

honey having a water content reading that was too high?  My solution was simple but time-

consuming (and one that I had heard about from a fellow beekeeper); I would spin all the frames 

without uncapping any of them, to remove the uncapped honey first.  I emptied the extractor of the 

honey from the first four frames into a bucket, and then set to work spinning all the remaining 

frames.  The extractor was then emptied into a second bucket.  (The refractometer is difficult to 

read in artificial light and so I tested the contents of the bucket the following morning; it gave a 

reading of 24%.)  I then uncapped and spun the frames again (the refractometer reading in the 

morning for this honey was 18.6%).  A long process and not much sleep, but at least I only had 

one bucket of honey with high water content, not two.  The honey was a lovely light colour; I had 

been expecting it to be dark, as is usually the case with my late extraction. 

 

Thursday was busy and it was 7.00pm when I arrived at the apiary; the sun was shining and the 

light was much better than the previous evening.  The bees had cleared from the supers and I re-

moved them from the remaining hives.  Collecting the supers at this time of day meant there were 

less flying bees and the wasps weren’t around either, whereas the wasps are very active earlier in 

the day. 

 

Another evening /late night of extracting followed; once again I had uncapped honey and so ex-

tracted the uncapped cells first, repeating the previous evening’s procedure.  This time there were 

five supers, so the process took a little longer.  A few frames were difficult to extract, there was no 

crystallisation, but the honey would not release from the combs.  The weather had been hot during 

the day and my kitchen was very warm; so this may simply have been due to the type of honey the 

bees had produced, or it had cooled due to the delay in removing the supers for extraction.  I have 

since spoken with a fellow beekeeper who reported similar findings, and they did not leave the 

clearer boards in place for as long as I had.  I increased the speed of the extractor to see if the 

honey would extract; two frames exploded; something else I could have done without.  Lesson 

learnt, if it didn't spin out at the ‘normal’ speed, it was left for the bees. 
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Thanks to this month’s contributors.  If you have similar articles or beekeeping ex-

periences you would like to share, please supply articles and any photographs for 

the October edition no later than the 24th September.  
 

If you need any help submitting an article, please give me a call. 
Caroline 

The honey extracted on the Thursday evening was dark.  This was interesting, as the three hives 

that are in a line along the hedge bordering the apiary had obviously been finding different forage 

to that of the hive next to the wall, on the other side of the apiary.  If all the supers had been re-

moved on the same evening I would probably have extracted them at the same time; and I would 

have lost the distinctiveness of the honeys in the buckets.  It would be interesting to be able to 

electronically track the bees and plot on a map their foraging areas. 

 

The supers were returned to the hives during the course of Saturday and Sunday; in between at-

tending the meeting at Dounhurst to collect entry forms for the honey show (three handed in, so 

worth making the journey), dealing with family matters, setting up at the marquee and doing all 

the final preparations required for a successful show.  Once the supers have been dried I will apply 

the varroa treatments. 

 

I will be using MAQS again this year, I like the ‘one week, one treatment’ method.  Three of the 

colonies have retained a super as they were not ready for extracting, and so these will remain in 

place when the MAQS is applied.  The fourth colony will be given one of the dried supers for the 

duration of the treatment.  In previous years, the bees have filled a super while being treated with 

MAQS.  If this happens, the super can either be placed under the brood chamber for the winter or 

extracted.  I will see what happens this year and act accordingly. 

 

At the time of writing I have not visited the apiary since the honey show.  The weather forecast for 

this weekend is not good for inspecting colonies; but I may be able to remove the dried supers.  I 

will inspect during the coming week (I actually have a day’s holiday and it’s supposed to be 

‘beekeeping’ weather) and apply the MAQS a couple of days later, (as the instructions state the 

colony should not be disturbed at the time of application).  The season is perpetual but the active 

part of the beekeeping year is drawing to a close.  It is time for us to help the bees prepare for win-

ter. 

 

Despite extracting my latest honey crop only four days prior to the honey show, I managed to bot-

tle some and enter it in the ‘two jars of light honey’ class.  It was awarded third prize; not bad for a 

rushed job!  I also entered a jar in the ‘honey for comment class’ and it was notably lighter than 

the other exhibits, gaining considerable interest and comment from the judge; as it was different to 

what would normally be expected for a ‘late’ honey.  It scored 20/20 for condition, so the lack of 

sleep extracting and preparing it was worth it after all!  It may have been worthy of a much higher 

accolade had it been extracted a couple of weeks earlier and bottled with more time for the aroma 

to build up in the jar.  Maybe next year I’ll have more time, or maybe I’ll have to wait until I retire 

(seven years and counting). 

 

The nights are drawing-in and the air has had an autumnal feel to it today; there will not be many 

‘beekeeping’ days left.  Let’s hope the bees have some good foraging days during the 

month of September. 

 

 
Caroline      

 


